Abstract. We study probability distributions arising from local obstructions to the existence of p-adic points in families of varieties. In certain cases we show that an Erdős-Kac type normal distribution law holds.
1. Introduction 1.1. A central limit theorem for fibrations. Let V be a smooth projective variety over Q equipped with a dominant morphism π : V Ñ P n with geometrically integral generic fibre. We view π as defining a family of varieties given by the fibres of π.
A natural problem is to study the distribution of the varieties in the family with a rational point. In the case of families of conics, this problem was studied by Serre in [Ser90] . He obtained precise upper bounds for the counting function Npπ, Bq :" 7tx P P n pQq : x P πpV pQqq, Hpxq ď Bu of the number of varieties in the family with a rational point. (Here H is the usual naive height on P n pQq). For example, his results show that for families of conics if π admits no section over Q then Npπ, Bq " opB n`1 q, i.e. 100% of the fibres of π have no rational point. He did this by showing that 100% of the fibres fail to be p-adically soluble for all primes p.
This subject has been studied in various settings by different authors; the reader is referred to [LS16] and [Lou13] for a history of the subject. The main result from [LS16] generalised Serre's result from families of conics to arbitrary families of varieties π : V Ñ P n for any smooth projective variety V . Again the authors considered the closely related problem of counting the number of varieties in the family which are everywhere locally soluble. They proved an upper bound of the shape 7tx P P n pQq : x P πpV pA Q qq, Hpxq ď Bu Î B n`1 plog Bq ∆pπq , (1.1)
for an explicit non-negative ∆pπq P Q. (Here A Q denotes the adeles of Q.) Moreover, they conjectured in [LS16, Conj. 1.6] that the upper bound (1.1) is sharp, under the necessary assumptions that the set being counted is non-empty and that the fibre over every codimension 1 point of P n contains an irreducible component of multiplicity 1. As it will occur frequently in our results, we recall the definition of ∆pπq here. Definition 1.1. Let π : V Ñ X be a dominant proper morphism of smooth irreducible varieties over a field k of characteristic 0. For each (scheme-theoretic) point x P X with residue field κpxq, the absolute Galois group Galpκpxq{κpxqq of the residue field acts on the irreducible components of π´1pxq κpxq :" π´1pxqˆκ pxq κpxq of multiplicity 1. We choose some finite group Γ x through which this action factors. Then we define δ x pπq " 7
γ fixes an irreducible component of π´1pxq κpxq of multiplicity 1
where X p1q denotes the set of codimension 1 points of X.
These invariants are defined by group theoretic data which can often be calculated in practice. In this paper we consider the following problem which is closely related to Serre's:
Given a family of varieties π : V Ñ P n and j P Z ě0 , what is the distribution of varieties in the family which fail to have a p-adic point for exactly j primes p?
To study this problem, for x P P n pQq we consider the function ω π pxq :" 7 primes p : π´1pxqpQ p q " H (
Note that ω π pxq need not be finite in general; however it is finite if π´1pxq is geometrically integral, as follows from the Lang-Weil estimates [LW54] and Hensel's lemma. If the generic fibre of π is geometrically integral, then ω π pxq is finite for all x outside of some proper Zariski closed set. (In practice, we restrict to the smooth fibres of π.) One can also consider variants of the function ω π from (1.2), by considering real solubility or by dropping conditions at finitely many primes; we discuss this possibility in §4.6. As is clear from (1.1), if ∆pπq ą 0 then the function ω π pxq is almost always positive. Our first result gives more specific information about the distribution of ω π pxq, and is an analogue of the Erdős-Kac theorem [EK40] in our setting. Recall that this states that the function ωpmq :" 7tprimes p : p | mu (1.3) behaves likes a normal distribution with mean and variance log log n; more formally, for every interval J Ă R one has lim xÑ8 1 x 7 ! 1 ď m ď x : ωpmq´log log m ? log log m P J
This theorem is one of the foundational results in probabilistic number theory. For our analogue, we need some notation. For each B P R ě1 and A Ď P n pQq we define ν B pAq :" 7 x P P n pQq : Hpxq ď B, x P A ( 7tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď Bu .
(1.4)
If lim BÑ8 ν B pAq exists then its value is to be conceived as the "density" of A. Our result is the following. (Here, and in what follows, we also commit the minor abuse of implicitly excluding the finitely many rational points x with log Hpxq ď 1.) Theorem 1.2. Let V be a smooth projective variety over Q equipped with a dominant morphism π : V Ñ P n with geometrically integral generic fibre and ∆pπq ‰ 0. Let H be the usual naive height on P n . Then for any interval J Ă R we have lim
BÑ8
ν B˜# x P P n pQq : ω π pxq´∆pπq log log Hpxq a ∆pπq log log Hpxq P J
+¸"
Note that the probability distribution obtained only depends on the invariant ∆pπq from Definition 1.1; the geometric properties of the smooth members of the family are irrelevant. A measure-theoretic interpretation of Theorem 1.2 is as follows: It says that
ω π pxq´∆pπq log log Hpxq a ∆pπq log log Hpxq P Jḑ efines a probability measure on R which equals the standard Gaussian measure. Informally, it says ω π pxq is normally distributed with mean and variance ∆pπq log log Hpxq. Theorem 1.2 is proved by studying the moments M r pπ, Bq :" ÿ xPP n pQq,HpxqďB π´1pxq smooth˜ω π pxq´∆pπq log log B a ∆pπq log log B¸r , pr P Z ě0 q.
(1.5) Theorem 1.3. Keep the assumptions of Theorem 1.2. Then for each r P Z ě0 we have M r pπ, Bq 7tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď Bu " µ r`Or´l og log log log B plog log Bq 1{2¯, where µ r :"
Here µ r is the r-th moment of the standard normal distribution. Our main tool in the proof of Theorem 1.3 is the result of Granville and Soundararajan [GS07] . Theorem 1.2 is proved from Theorem 1.3 via a standard argument, which rests on the fact that the normal distribution is determined by its moments There are general conditions under which one can prove an Erdős-Kac law for certain additive functions defined on Z n`1 , see [Ell80, §12] for example. In principle, these results could be extended to cover additive arithmetic functions restricted to values of a general polynomial, i.e. ř p|f pxq hppq for integer polynomials f and functions h of certain growth over the primes; see the work of Xiong [Xio09] . However, ω π does not admit any such interpretation, as the following example shows. Example 1.4. Consider the following family of conics
equipped with the projection π to pa : b : cq. Take pa, b, cq P Z 3 pairwise coprime, squarefree and all congruent to 1 mod 4. A Hilbert symbol calculation shows that log log Hpa : b : cq in this case.
We also give an application of our results to a family of curves of genus 1.
Example 1.5. Let c, d P Z be such that cdpc´dq ‰ 0 and let f ptq P Zrts be a square-free polynomial of even degree. Consider the variety
Let π : V Ñ P 1 be a non-singular compactification of the natural projection W Ñ P 1 to the t-coordinate. The generic fibre of π is a smooth intersection of two quadrics in P 3 , hence is a genus 1 curve. The singular fibres occur over the closed points corresponding to the irreducible polynomials dividing f . Moreover, by [CTSSD97, Prop. 4 .1], the fibre over every such closed point P is a double fibre, hence δ P pπq " 0. Theorem 1.2 therefore implies that ω π has normal order rpf q log log Hp1 : tq in this case, where rpf q is the number of irreducible polynomials dividing f . This last example is particularly interesting, as the upper bound (1.1) is conjecturally sharp only if the fibre over every codimension 1 point contains an irreducible component of multiplicitly 1. No such assumptions are required in the statements of our theorems.
The next example illustrates how to (essentially) recover the usual ω (1.3) as a special case of our ω π . Example 1.6. Let V be a smooth projective variety over Q equipped with a dominant morphism π : V Ñ P 1 such that:
(1) The fibre over p0 : 1q has multiplicity m ą 1, i.e. we have π˚pp0 : 1qq " mD for some divisor D on V . (2) All other fibres are geometrically integral.
Examples of such varieties are "unnodal Halphen surfaces of index m" [CD12, §2] .
Let now px 0 , x 1 q be a primitive integer vector and P " px 0 : x 1 q P P 1 pQq. Then our methods will yield the existence of some A ą 0 such that for all primes p ą A we have
where v p denotes the p-adic valuation. Thus if x 0 is square-free and p ∤ x 0 for all p ď A, then ω π pP q " ωpx 0 q. (We shall see that small primes and primes of higher multiplicity do not effect the overall probabilistic behaviour, so our results essentially recover the usual Erdős-Kac theorem.)
1.2. The pseudo-split case. Our results from §1.1 only apply when ∆pπq ‰ 0. It turns out that a normal distribution does not hold when ∆pπq " 0. We refer to the case ∆pπq " 0 as the "pseudo-split case". This is because the condition ∆pπq " 0 is equivalent to the condition that the fibre over every codimension 1 point of P n is pseudo-split, in the sense of [LSS17, Def. 1.3]. The pseudo-split case is interesting from an arithmetic perspective, as these are exactly the families of varieties for which a positive proportion of the fibres can be everywhere locally soluble (see [LS16, Thm. 1.3] ).
In the pseudo-split case there is a discrete probability distribution, in a sense that is made precise in the following theorem. For j P Z ě0 and B ě 1 we define τ π pj, Bq :" 7tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď B, π´1pxq smooth, ω π pxq " ju 7tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď Bu .
(1.7) Theorem 1.7. Let V be a smooth projective variety over Q equipped with a dominant morphism π : V Ñ P n with geometrically integral generic fibre and ∆pπq " 0. Then
is well-defined and defines a probability measure on Z. Moreover, for every j P Z ě0 we have the following upper bound
where the implied constant depends at most on π.
One way to interpret Theorem 1.7 is that ω π pxq has a limit law. A limit law is originally defined for functions defined in the integers (see [Ten15, Def. 2.2, p. 427]), however, the definition easily extends to functions defined in P n pQq: We say that a function f : P n pQq Ñ R has a limit law with distribution function F if
holds for a function F : R Ñ r0, 1s which is non-decreasing, right-continuous and satisfies F p´8q " 0, F p`8q " 1, for all z P R for which F is continuous at z. The function ω π takes values in Z ě0 and for such functions f : P n pQq Ñ Z ě0 the definition of the limit law is equivalent to the existence of the limit lim BÑ`8 ν B px P P n pQq : f pxq " jq for every fixed j P Z ě0 and the property
ν B px P P n pQq : f pxq " jq " 1.
These are the two properties that are verified in Theorem 1.7, in addition to a bound in terms of j for the limits. We illustrate Theorem 1.7 with some examples.
be the family of all hypersurfaces of degree d in P n Q , where N "`n`d d˘. (Note that V is regular.) If pd, nq " p2, 2q, i.e. the family of all plane conics, then ∆pπq " 1{2 [Ser90, Ex. 4] and Theorem 1.2 applies. If however pd, nq ‰ p2, 2q, then the fibre over every codimension 1 point is geometrically integral, thus ∆pπq " 0 and Theorem 1.7 applies. (See the proof of [PV04, Thm. 3.6] for this fact.) We deduce that when pd, nq ‰ p2, 2q, the probability that a smooth hypersurface has no p-adic point for exactly j many primes p is well-defined and exists.
A particularly interesting case is when n ě d 2 . Here the Ax-Kochen theorem [AK65] implies that the map V pQ p q Ñ P N´1 pQ p q is surjective for all but finitely many primes p. In particular, we have τ π pjq " 0 for all but finitely many j P Z.
An example where the measure τ π has infinite support is the following. Example 1.9. Let V :
and let π : V Ñ P 3 be the projection onto the y-coordinate; here π is the family of all diagonal cubic surfaces. In §4.2 we will show that there exists an absolute constant c ą 0 such that τ π pjq ą cp1`jq´3 j for all j P Z ě0 . This shows that τ π has infinite support in this case and that (1.9) cannot be significantly improved.
It turns out that one has the following characterisation for when the measure τ π has finite support; it happens if and only if an Ax-Kochen-type property holds. Theorem 1.10. Keep the assumptions of Theorem 1.7. Then the measure τ π has finite support if and only if V pQ p q Ñ P n pQ p q is surjective for all but finitely many primes p.
Families for which V pQ p q Ñ P n pQ p q is surjective for all but finitely many p were studied in [LSS17] . A geometric criterion for when this holds can be found in [LSS17, Thm. 1.4].
Our methods also allow us to prove the following local-global principle for existence of varieties in the family which are non-locally soluble at exactly a given finite set of places.
Theorem 1.11. Keep the assumptions of Theorem 1.7. Let S be a finite set of places of Q. Assume that πpV pQ v‰ P n pQ v q for all v P S and that πpV pQ v‰ H for all v R S. Then there exists x P P n pQq such that π´1pxq is smooth and
Note that for conics Hilbert's version of quadratic reciprocity implies that a conic over Q fails to have a Q v -point at exactly a set of places S of even cardinality, despite there being a conic C v over every Q v with C v pQ v q " H. Theorem 1.11 shows that for families of varieties with ∆pπq " 0 there is no such reciprocity law. (This phenomenon was first observed in the case of curves of genus at least 1 by Poonen and Stoll [PS99] .)
One of the major differences between the case ∆pπq ą 0 and ∆pπq " 0 is that the function ω π pxq becomes arbitrarily large on average only when ∆pπq ą 0. To make this precise we study the moments of ω π . Define for r P Z ě0 the function N r pπ, Bq :" ÿ xPP n pQq,HpxqďB π´1pxq smooth ω π pxq r .
(1.10)
Note that an obvious consequence of Theorem 1.3 is that if ∆pπq ą 0 then
In contrast, if ∆pπq " 0 then for all r ě 0 the function N r pπ, BqB´n´1 remains bounded as B Ñ 8; specifically we have the following counterpart of Theorem 1.3.
Theorem 1.12. Keep the assumptions of Theorem 1.7. Then for every r P Z ě1 we have
(1.11)
Note that, apart from very special cases, existence of moments does not automatically imply existence of a limit law or vice versa.
1.3. Layout of the paper and proof ingredients. We begin in §2 with an elementary result on counting rational points in P n pQq which lie in a given residue class. We prove Theorem 1.3 in §3. For this we show in Proposition 3.9 that the moments of a 'truncated' version of ω π are approximated by the moments of the standard normal distribution. The proof is based on equidistribution properties of the fibers of π that are verified during the earlier stages in §3 and subsequently fed into work of Granville and Soundararajan [GS07] . We finish the proof of Theorem 1.3 in §3.4 by showing that the moments of ω π and the moments of the truncated version of ω π have the same asymptotic behaviour. Theorem 1.2 is then deduced from Theorem 1.3 in §3.5.
In §4 we prove the results from §1.2. The most difficult part of the proof of Theorem 1.7 is establishing the existence of the limit (1.8), which we achieve via Bhargava's effective version of the Ekedahl sieve [Bha14] . Theorems 1.10 and 1.12 are proved using similar methods and the results from §2. We finish §4 by briefly explaining how our results generalise in a straightforward manner to minor variants given by considering real solubility or by dropping conditions at finitely many primes.
Notation. For an integral homogeneous polynomial f , a point x P P n pQq and Q P N, we say that "f pxq " 0 mod Q" if f pxq " 0 mod Q for some primitive representative x P Z n`1 of x. We use the notation "Q | f pxq" analogously.
The quantities δ x pπq and ∆pπq are introduced in Definition 1.1, the function ω π pxq is defined in (1.2) and the indicator function θ p pxq is introduced in (3.2). The arithmetic functions ω, µ, ϕ respectively denote the number of prime divisors, the Möbius function and the Euler totient function, respectively.
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2. Explicit equidistribution on projective space 2.1. Counting with congruences. We will be required to count rational points in projective space which satisfy imposed congruence conditions. To state our result, we let
where ζpsq denotes the Riemann zeta function.
Proposition 2.1. Let B ą 1, Q P N and Υ Ď P n pZ{QZq. Then
where r¨s denotes the integer part.
Proof. Let p Υ " tx P pZ{QZq n`1 : x ı 0 mod p @p | Q, px 0 :¨¨¨: x n q P Υu be the affine cone of Υ. Applying Möbius inversion we see that the cardinality in question is
Continuing, we use the estimate ř kąB k´n´1 Î B´n to find that the main term is 2 n 7 p ΥB n`1
Recall that
From this it is easy to establish
where ϕ is Euler's totient function. We obtain the main term as stated in our proposition via 7 p Υ " ϕpQq7Υ. To deal with the error terms observe thatˆ2
where the last inequality stems from ř 0ďℓďn t ℓ ď pn`1qp1`t n q, valid for every t ě 0 and n P N. We obtain the error term ÿ
) .
Using 7 p Υ Î Q7Υ completes the proof.
Before continuing we record an elementary lemma here.
Lemma 2.2. For n, Q P N we have
Proof. It suffices to prove the result when Q " p k for some prime p. By (2.2) we have
2.2. Some probability measures.
2.2.1. Measures on P n pQ p q. Let p be a prime. The finite sets P n pZ{p k Zq come with a natural uniform probability measure. Taking the limit P n pZ p q " lim kÑ8 P n pZ{p k Zq we obtain a well-defined probability measure ϑ p on P n pZ p q (this measure differs from Peyre's local Tamagawa measure [Pey95, §2.2] by a constant). These measures admit the following explicit description. Let Υ Ă P n pZ{p k Zq. Then
These "residue disks" generate the σ-algebra on P n pZ p q, hence the measure ϑ p is uniquely determined by (2.3). Proposition 2.1 may be viewed as an effective version of equidistribution of rational points on P n with respect to the measures ϑ p . One relates the measure ϑ p to the usual Haar measure on Z p via the following.
Lemma 2.3. Let µ p denote the Haar probability measure on Z n`1 p . Let Υ Ă P n pZ p q and
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for the residue disks Υ " tx P P n pZ p q : x " pa 0 : a 1 :¨¨¨: a n q mod p k u for some a i P Z p ; we have ϑ p pΥq " 1{7P n pZ{p k Zq. Note that one of the a i may be taken to be a unit; for simplicity we assume this is a 0 . A moment's thought reveals that
Thus, by (2.2) we find that
2.2.2. Measure on P n pRq. We let ϑ 8 be the pushforward of the usual probability measure on the n-sphere S n via the quotient map S n Ñ P n pRq.
3. An Erdős-Kac theorem for fibrations 3.1. Set-up. We begin the proof of the results from §1.1. Let V be a smooth projective variety over Q with a dominant morphism π : V Ñ P n Q with geometrically integral generic fibre. (We assume ∆pπq ą 0 from §3.3.) We choose a model for π, i.e. a proper scheme V over Z together with a proper morphism π : V Ñ P n Z (also denoted π by abuse of notation), which extends V Ñ P n Q . In what follows, all implied constants are allowed to depend on π, the choice of model, and the A and f occurring in Lemma 3.2.
We begin by studying the basic properties of ω π pxq. We first show that it enjoys analogous bounds to the usual ω.
Lemma 3.1. There exists D ą 0 with the following property. Let x P P n pQq be such that π´1pxq is smooth. Then ω π pxq Î log Hpxq log log Hpxq , maxtp :
Proof. Let S Ă P n Q denote the non-smooth locus of π; this is a proper closed subset of P n Q . Let S be the closure of S in P n Z and choose a finite collection of homogeneous polynomials f 1 , . . . , f s which generate the ideal of S. Let D " max i tdeg f i u.
For all sufficiently large primes p, the fibre π´1px mod pq is smooth if and only if x mod p R S, which happens if and only if p ∤ f i pxq for some i. Moreover, by the Lang-Weil estimates [LW54] and Hensel's lemma, for all sufficiently large primes p (independently of x) if π´1px mod pq is smooth then π´1pxqpQ p q ‰ H. It follows that 7tp : π´1pxqpQ p q " Hu ď 7tp : p | f i pxq @ i P t1, . . . , suu`Op1q.
Letting x be a primitive representative of x and using the bound ωpnq Î plog nqplog log nq´1, we obtain
To simplify notation it will be easier to work with some choice of polynomial which vanishes on the singular locus, rather than the whole singular locus. The proof of the following is a minor adaptation of the proof of Lemma 3.1 (just choose
(1) The restriction of π to P n Fp is smooth away from the divisor f pxq "
In §3.2, we allow ourselves to increase A as necessary to take care of bad behaviour at small primes.
3.2. Equidistribution properties in the fibres. The next step is to translate the condition π´1pxqpQ p q " H into something amenable to tools from analytic number theory. We do this by using the tools developed in [LS16] . The key result is [LS16, Thm. 2.8], which is a valuative criterion for non-existence of a p-adic point in a fibre, for sufficiently large primes p. In the special case of the conic bundle over Q
the criterion [LS16, Thm. 2.8] says that if p " 3 mod 4 and the p-adic valuation of t is 1, then the fibre over t has no Q p -point, as is familiar from the theory of Hilbert symbols. We introduce the quantity which will arise in this analysis. For any prime p let
(Here we use the term "non-split" in the sense of Skorobogatov [Sko96, Def. 0.1].) Lemma 3.3. Let A and f be as in Lemma 3.2 and p ą A. Then
Proof. A non-split fibre is necessarily singular. Hence by Lemma 3.2, for p ą A we have
Projecting to a suitable hyperplane, this is at most d7P n´1 pF p q. The result follows.
We now use results from [LS16] to deduce an equidistribution result for θ p . To simplify notation, we denote the characteristic function of the p-adically insoluble fibres by
Our result is the following asymptotic upper and lower bounds. (Here c n is as in (2.1).) where the implied constant is independent of B and Q.
Proof. Let p ą A be a prime. Enlarging A if necessary, the Lang-Weil estimates and Hensel's lemma show that if π´1px mod pq is split then π´1pxq has a Q p -point. Thus the sum in the proposition is ď 7tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď B, π´1px mod pq is non-split @p | Qu.
Applying Proposition 2.1 with Υ " tx P P n pZ{QZq : π´1px mod pq is non-split @p | Qu, we infer that the above cardinality equals
One has 7Υ " 7P n pZ{QZq ś p|Q σ p , thus Lemmas 2.2 and 3.3 imply that 7Υ Î p2dq ωpQq Q n´1 , which is satisfactory for the upper bound in the proposition.
For the lower bound, we apply the sparsity result of [LS16, Thm. 2.8]. This gives a square-free homogeneous polynomial g P Zrx 0 , . . . , x n s which is coprime with f and contains the singular locus of f such that, enlarging A if necessary, the sum in the proposition is ě 7 "
x P P n pQq : Hpxq ď B, f pxq " 0 mod p, f pxq ı 0 mod p 2 , gpxq ı 0 mod p, π´1px mod pq is non-split, @p | Q * .
We now apply Proposition 2.1 with
f pxq " 0 mod p, f pxq ı 0 mod p 2 , gpxq ı 0 mod p, π´1px mod pq is non-split, @p | Q * to see that the sum in the proposition is
(3.3)
As gpxq " 0 contains the singular locus of f , we may apply [BL17, Prop. 2.3] to find that 7 " x P P n pZ{p 2 Zq : f pxq " 0 mod p, f pxq ı 0 mod p 2 , gpxq ı 0 mod p, π´1px mod pq is non-split
Here the last line follows from the fact that if π´1pxq is non-split then necessarily f pxq " 0 by Lemma 3.2, together with the fact that 7tx P P n pF p q : f pxq " gpxq " 0u Î p n´2 as f and g share no common factor. We will also require the following.
Proposition 3.6. There exists a constant β π such that ÿ pďB σ p " ∆pπqplog log Bq`β π`O pplog Bq´1q
Proof. The proof is a simple application of Lemma 3.5 and partial summation. First, let a p :" 7tx P P n pF p q : π´1pxq is non-splitu, define SpBq :" ř 2ăpďx a p and let Recalling that ş t 2 pu log uq´1dt " log log t´log log 2 and letting
Using this in the simple form ř pďB ap p n Î log log B then by partial summation we obtain ÿ pďB a p p n`1 Î log log B B`ż B 1 log log u u 2 du Î 1.
We thus obtain that ř Let us now define the function ǫ p for primes p via the equation
Recalling (3.1) and making use of (3.5), we see that this gives ÿ
At this point we use (2.2) to obtain
from which we get ǫ p Î 1{p. By (3.6) we see that ř p a p ǫ p p´n converges and that ÿ
Taking β π :" γ π`ř p a p ǫ p p´n concludes the proof.
3.3. Moments of a truncated version of ω π . We assume from now on that ∆pπq ą 0. In what follows t 0 , t 1 : R Ñ R are two functions that satisfy 1 ă t 0 pBq ă t 1 pBq ă B, lim BÑ8 t 0 pBq " lim BÑ8 t 1 pBq " 8.
Both functions t 0 pBq, t 1 pBq will be chosen optimally at a later stage. Define the function ω 5 π px, Bq :"
where σ p is as in (3.1). We need to estimate asymptotically the moments of ω π pxq; it turns out that it is easier to work with the 'truncated' version ω 5 π px, Bq of ω π pxq. Introducing t 1 pBq deals with the dependence on Q in the error term of Proposition 3.4, whilst t 0 pBq is used to control the error˘α{p 2 in the leading constant in Proposition 3.4. To study the degree to which ω π pxq is affected by the primes in the interval pt 0 pBq, t 1 pBqs we begin by observing that Proposition 3.6 provides us with ÿ pďt 0 pBq σ p Î log log t 0 pBq, ÿ Lemma 3.8 (Granville-Soundararajan). Let P be a finite set of primes and let A :" ta 1 , . . . , a y u be a multiset of y natural numbers. For Q P N define
Let h be a real-valued, non-negative multiplicative function such that for square-free Q we have 0 ď hpQq ď Q. For any r P N we let we have uniformly for all r ď σ P phq 2{3 that ÿ aPA`7 tp P P : p | au´µ P phq˘r " C r yσ P phq r`O pC r yσ P phq r´2 r 3`µ P phq r E P pA, h, rqq (3.12) if r is even, and ÿ aPA`7
if r is odd.
We apply this result to study the moments of ω 5 π px, Bq. Proposition 3.9. Fix a positive integer r and let t 0 pBq and t 1 pBq be given by t 0 pBq :" plog log Bq 2r and t 1 pBq " B 1 5rpn`1q .
(3.14)
Then we have Proof. We apply Lemma 3.8 with
Lemma 3.1 ensures that a x is well-defined. The key property of a x is that for any square-free Q we have Q | a x ðñ pp | Q ñ π´1pxqpQ p q " Hq. Therefore, if we let p´1 Î log log t 1 and ř pąt 0 p´2 Î t´1 0 . Using assumption (3.14) we obtain
Î r B n`1 plog log Bq´r´1.
Note that by (3.10)-(3.11) and (3.14)we havê µpBq " ∆pπq log log B`Oplog log log log Bq. (3.17)
Furthermore, Lemma 3.3 shows that
By (3.17) we getσpBq " p∆pπq log log Bq 1{2 p1`O r pplog log log log Bq{ log log Bqq 1{2 , hence using the estimate p1`ǫq 1{2 " 1`Opǫq that is valid for all 0 ă ǫ ă 1, we obtain σpBq " p∆pπq log log Bq 1{2`O rˆl og log log log B plog log Bq 1{2˙.
(3.18)
We therefore see that the error term in (3.12) is Î r B n`1 plog log Bq r{2´1`Bn`1 plog log Bq´1 Î r B n`1 plog log Bq r{2´1 .
Noting that ÿ
aPA`7 tp P P : p | au´µ P phq˘r " ÿ xPP n pQq,HpxqďB π´1pxq smooth
r pπ, Bq c n B n`1 " µ rσ pBq r p∆pπq log log Bq r{2`O r´1 log log B¯.
The proof of (3.15) can now be concluded by using (3.18) to verifŷ σpBq r p∆pπq log log Bq r{2 "˜1`O r˜l og log log log B log log B¸¸r
{2
" 1`O r˜l og log log log B log log B¸.
The proof of (3.16) can be performed in an entirely analogous manner by using (3.13).
3.4. Proof of Theorem 1.3. We first require the following preparatory lemma.
Lemma 3.10. Let ypBq, zpBq be two functions satisfying zpBq ą 1, lim
BÑ8
ypBq " 8 and lim
log ypBq log B " 0.
Let m P Z ě0 and let F P Zrx 0 , . . . , x n s be a primitive homogeneous polynomial. Then ÿ xPP n pQq HpxqďB F pxq‰0´z
pBq`ÿ p|F pxq pďypBq 1¯m Î F,m B n`1 pzpBq`log log ypBqq m .
Proof. It suffices to show that for every r P Z X r0, ms we have ÿ xPP n pQq,HpxqďB F pxq‰0´ÿ
as the result will then easily follow from the binomial theorem. We have ÿ xPP n pQq,HpxqďB F pxq‰0´ÿ p|F pxq pďypBq 1¯r ď ÿ p 1 ,...,prďypBq ÿ xPP n pQq,HpxqďB 1ďiďrñp i |F pxq
1.
Letting Q be the least common multiple of the primes p 1 , . . . , p r we see that ωpQq ď r and µpQq 2 " 1. Furthermore, for every Q P N having these two properties there are at most r r vectors pp 1 , . . . , p r q with every prime p i satisfying p i ď ypBq and with Q being the least common multiple of the p i . This is because for each 1 ď i ď r the prime p i must divide Q, so the number of available p i is at most ωpQq ď r. This shows that ÿ 
Letting Υ " tx P P n pZ{QZq : F pxq " 0 mod Qu we may obtain the following via Lemma 2.2 and following similar steps as in the proof of Lemma 3.3,
Noting that the assumption log ypBq " oplog Bq shows that ypBq Î ǫ B ǫ for every ǫ ą 0. Hence, we have Q ď ypBq r Î ǫ B ǫ and invoking Proposition 2.1 with (2.2) we obtain ÿ xPP n pQq,HpxqďB Q|F pxq
The last sum over Q is at most ypBq r Î ǫ B ǫ , while the previous satisfies
This verifies (3.19) and thus concludes the proof.
We begin the proof of Theorem 1.3 by noting that
This is because by Lemma 3.1 we have ÿ xPP n pQq,HpxqďB π´1pxq smooth f pxq"0˜ω π pxq´∆pπq log log B a ∆pπq log log B¸r Î r ÿ xPP n pQq HpxqďB f pxq"0 plog Bq r Î B n plog Bq r .
(3.22)
Therefore, we obtain for r ‰ 0 that
This allows the comparison with the "truncated moment" (3.9), to find via (3.20) thaťˇM
By Cauchy's inequality we see that the last sum is
xPP n pQq,HpxqďB f pxq‰0
We apply Proposition 3.9 with r " 2k to obtaiňˇM
plog log Bq pr´kq{2´ÿ
Recalling (3.22) and applying Lemma 3.10 with m " 2pr´kq, zpBq :" log log log log B and ypBq :" t 0 pBq, we see that, in light of zpBq`log log ypBq Î r log log log log B, one has
og log log log B plog log Bq 1{2 . We conclude that M r pπ, Bq " M 5 r pπ, Bq`O r´B n`1 log log log log B plog log Bq 1{2¯. An application of Proposition 3.9 completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
3.5. Proof of Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 3.11. There exists a set S Ă tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď Bu with
plog log log Bq 2¯( 3.23) and such that for all x P S we have ω π pxq´∆pπq log log B a ∆pπq log log B " ω π pxq´∆pπq log log Hpxq a ∆pπq log log Hpxq`O´1 ? log B¯.
(3.24)
Proof. Denote ΞpBq " log log log B and define
ă Hpxq ď B, π´1pxq smooth,ˇˇˇˇω π pxq´∆pπq log log B a ∆pπq log log Bˇˇˇˇď ΞpBq
The cardinality of those x P P n pQq with Hpxq ď B, π´1pxq smooth anďˇˇˇˇω π pxq´∆pπq log log B a ∆pπq log log Bˇˇˇˇą ΞpBq is at most ÿ xPP n pQq,HpxqďB π´1pxq smooth˜ω π pxq´∆pπq log log B ΞpBq a ∆pπq log log B¸2 " c n B
n`1
ΞpBq 2 , where the case r " 2 of Theorem 1.3 has been used. This provides us with
ΞpBq 2¯.
Now note that for all x P P n pQq with B{ log B ă Hpxq ď B we have log log Hpxq " log log B`O´l og log B log B¯, therefore plog log Hpxq{ log log Bq 1{2 " 1`Op1{ log Bq. Thus, for each such x we get ω π pxq´∆pπq log log B a ∆pπq log log B " ω π pxq´∆pπq log log B a ∆pπq log log Hpxq`O˜| ω π pxq´∆pπq log log B| log B ? log log B¸.
We deduce that if x P S then this is ω π pxq´∆pπq log log B a ∆pπq log log Hpxq`OˆΞ pBq log B˙" ω π pxq´∆pπq log log Hpxq a ∆pπq log log Hpxq`Oˆ?
log log B log B`Ξ pBq log B˙, which is sufficient for our lemma.
We are now in place to prove Theorem 1.2. For z P R we denote the distribution function of the standard normal distribution by
Recall the definition of the probability measure ν B in (1.4) and note that the set P n pQq becomes a probability space once equipped with the measure ν B . (The measure ν B is supported on the rational points of height at most B.) For any B P R ě3 we consider the random variable X B defined on P n pQq as follows,
∆pπq log log B , π´1pxq smooth, 0, otherwise.
For r P Z ě0 the r-th moment of X B is by definition equal to ż`8
ÿ xPP n pQq π´1pxq smooth´ω π pxq´∆pπq log log B a ∆pπq log log B¯r ν B ptxuq 7tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď Bu and recalling (1.5) we see that this coincides with M r pπ, Bq{7tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď Bu. Theorem 1.3 shows that
exists and is equal to the r-th moment of the standard normal distribution. By [Bil74, Th. 30 .2] we get that X B converges in law to the standard normal distribution, i.e. for every y P R we have lim
Next, for every fixed ǫ ą 0, z P R and all sufficiently large B we see that the error term in (3.24) has modulus at most ǫ, therefore (3.24) gives ν B ptx P S : X B pxq ď z´ǫuq ď ν B˜# x P S : ω π pxq´∆pπq log log Hpxq a ∆pπq log log Hpxq ď z
+¸(
3.26) and ν B ptx P S : X B pxq ď z`ǫuq ě ν B˜# x P S : ω π pxq´∆pπq log log Hpxq a ∆pπq log log Hpxq ď z

3.27)
for all sufficiently large B. Observe that the set S in Lemma 3.11 satisfies the following as B Ñ`8 due to (3.23),
In light of (3.25) this means that lim BÑ`8 ν B ptx P S : X B ď yuq " Φpyq, which, when applied to y " z´ǫ and y " z`ǫ and combined with (3.26) and (3.27), yields lim inf
ν B˜# x P S : ω π pxq´∆pπq log log Hpxq a ∆pπq log log Hpxq ď z ν B˜# x P S : ω π pxq´∆pπq log log Hpxq a ∆pπq log log Hpxq ď z +¸ď Φpz`ǫq.
Letting ǫ Ñ 0 and using the fact that Φ is continuous we obtain
ν B˜# x P S : ω π pxq´∆pπq log log Hpxq a ∆pπq log log Hpxq ď z
+¸"
Φpzq, which, by (3.28) implies that
ν B˜# x P P n pQq : ω π pxq´∆pπq log log Hpxq a ∆pπq log log Hpxq ď z
Φpzq.
Since this holds for every fixed z P R it gives Theorem 1.2 as an immediate consequence.
4. The pseudo-split case 4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.7. We let π : V Ñ P n be as in Theorem 1.7 and choose a model for π as in §3.1. 4.1.1. Existence of the limit. We first prove the existence of (1.8) using the versions of the sieve of Ekedahl given in [LS16, §4.1], [BBL16, §3] and [Bha14, §3] . We begin with a strengthening of Lemma 3.2. (Here it is crucial that ∆pπq " 0.) Lemma 4.1. There exists a closed subset Z Ă P n Z of codimension at least 2 and a constant A ą 0 with the following property. Let p ą A be a prime and x P P n pZ p q such that π´1pxqpZ p q " H. Then x mod p P ZpF p q.
Proof. This is a special case of [LS16, Prop. 4.1].
Lemma 4.2. Let A be as in Lemma 4.1 Then for every B, M ą 1 we have 7 "
x P P n pQq :
where the implied constant depends at most on A and π.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 4.1 and Bhargava's effective version of the Ekedahl sieve [Bha14, Thm. 3.3].
We now prove a strengthening of Proposition 3.4 in the case ∆pπq " 0. The crucial point about the next proposition is that it gives an asymptotic formula for a counting problem which has local conditions imposed at every place v, whereas Proposition 3.4 only imposes conditions at finitely many primes. In what follows we use the measures ϑ v from §2.2. x P P n pQq : Hpxq ď B, π´1pxq smooth, v P S ô π´1pxqpQ v q " H * 7tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď Bu " ś vPS ϑ v pP n pQ v qzπpV pQ vś vRS ϑ v pπpV pQ v qq, where the right hand side is a convergent Euler product.
Moreover, let Q P N be square-free. Then there exists K 0 ą 0 such that 7 " x P P n pQq : Hpxq ď B, π´1pxq smooth,
Proof. The asymptotic formula is proved using an adaptation of [BBL16, Thm. we observe that the sum over p 2 contains all primes p ě q 2 , the sum over p 3 contains all primes p ě q 3 and so on. Therefore, one has
By the prime number theorem and partial summation we see that ř pěz p´2 ď c 0 {pz log zq for some absolute c 0 ą 1, thus τ π pjq ś j i"1 pq i log q i q Î pc 0 K 0 q j . Using q i " i log i and the prime number theorem with partial summation we obtain
log q j˙`q j log log q j log q j`Oˆq j log log q j plog q j q 2" j log j`j log log j`opj log log jq ěj log j`3 4 j log log j, for all sufficiently large j. We deduce that for all large j one has
from which (1.9) follows. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.7.
4.2. The family of diagonal cubic surfaces. We now return to Example 1.9, and prove the claim that there exists an absolute constant c ą 0 such that τ π pjq ą cp1`jq´3 j . Let y " py 0 : y 1 : y 2 : y 3 q P P 3 pZ p q where py 0 , . . . , y 3 q is primitive. By the criterion in [CTKS87, p.28], if a prime p " 1 mod 3 satisfies p ∤ y 0 y 1 , p}y 2 , p}y 3 and neither´y 1 {y 0 nor´y 3 {y 2 are cubes, then π´1pyq has no p-adic point. It is easy to see that there exists an absolute constant K 1 ą 0 such that the measure of this with respect to ϑ p is at least K 1 p´2. Hence, denoting by q i the i-th largest prime being 1 mod 3, Proposition 4.4 gives
for some constant K 2 ą 0 (the product in Proposition 4.4 being convergent). By the prime number theorem for arithmetic progressions we have q i " 2i log i, hence log τ π pjq´1 ď´log K 2´j plog K 1 q`2 ÿ pďp2j log jqp1`op1qq p"1 mod 3 log p " p2j log jqp1`op1qq ď 3j log j for all sufficiently large j. This proves the claim.
4.3. Proof of Theorem 1.10. The implication ð is clear. For the other, assume that V pQ p q Ñ P n pQ p q is not surjective for infinitely many primes p. Let S be a finite set of such primes and let x p P P n pQ p qzπpV pQ pfor p P S. By Proposition 2.1, a positive proportion of x P P n pQ p q are arbitrarily close to the x p for all p P S. Moreover, as π is proper the set πpV pQ pis closed with respect to the p-adic topology. It follows that provided the x are sufficiently close to the x p we have π´1pxqpQ p q " H for all p P S. Hence for such x we have ω π pxq ě 7S. As S can be chosen sufficiently large, the result follows.
4.4. Proof of Theorem 1.11. As shown in the proof of Proposition 4.3, the sets πpV pQ vand P n pQ v qzπpV pQ vare measurable with respect to ϑ v , and have positive measure if nonempty. The result now follows as the Euler product in Proposition 4.3 is convergent.
4.5. Proof of Theorem 1.12. Let N r pπ, Bq be as in (1.10). We begin with the following.
Lemma 4.5. For every r P Z ě0 we have N r pπ, Bq Î r B n`1 .
Proof. Recall f and A from Lemma 3.2. By Lemma 3.1 we have N r pπ, Bq " ÿ xPP n pQq,HpxqďB f pxq‰0 ω π pxq r`O pB n plog Bq r q , where we have used the evident bound 7tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď B, f pxq " 0u Î B n . For any ǫ ą 0 and any x with f pxq ‰ 0 we have via (3.21) that 7tp ą B ǫ : π´1pxqpQ p q " Hu ď 7tp ą B ǫ : p divides f pxqu ď log |f pxq| logpB ǫ q .
As Hpxq ď B implies |f pxq| Î B degpf q , we thus find that By (4.2) and the fact that k ď m ď r and ǫprq ď p3mq´1 we see that the inner sum over x is Î B n`1 ś k i"1 pK 0 p´2 i q. We obtain that ÿ However, for any M ą 1 we may use the inequality 1 tωπ pxqąM u pxq ď ω π pxq{M to find that ÿ jąM j r τ π pB, jq " ř xPP n pQq,HpxqďB π´1pxq smooth ω π pxq r 1 tωπ pxqąM u pxq 7tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď Bu Î N r`1 pπ, Bq MB n`1 . (4.8)
We now infer from (4.7), (4.8) and Lemma 4.5 thaťˇˇˇˇN r pπ, Bq 7tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď Bu´ÿ 0ďjďM j r τ π pB, jqˇˇˇˇÎ r 1 M , (4.9)
where the implied constant is independent of B and M. Fixing M and taking B Ñ 8 we are led to the conclusion that lim sup BÑ8ˇN r pπ, Bq 7tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď Bu´ÿ 0ďjďM j r τ π pjqˇˇˇˇÎ 1 M .
By (1.9) the sum over j is convergent as M Ñ 8, which completes the proof.
4.6. Generalisations. One can consider variants of the function ω π from (1.2), by considering real solubility or by dropping conditions at finitely many primes. Namely, let S be a finite set of places of Q. Then we define ω π,S pxq :" 7 places v R S : π´1pxqpQ v q " H ( .
We have considered the case ω π " ω π,8 pxq for simplicity of exposition, but a minor variant of our arguments yields the following generalisation of Theorem 1.7 (the important point being that the asymptotic in Proposition 4.3 applies to arbitrary S).
Theorem 4.6. Let V be a smooth projective variety over Q equipped with a dominant morphism π : V Ñ P n with geometrically integral generic fibre and ∆pπq " 0. Let S be a finite set of places of Q and j P Z. Then the limit lim BÑ8 7tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď B, π´1pxq smooth, ω π,S pxq " ju 7tx P P n pQq : Hpxq ď Bu exists and defines a probability measure on Z.
The analogues of the other results from §1.2 also hold for the modified ω π,S . Also of course the analogue of Theorem 1.2 and the other results in §1.1 trivially hold with ω π replaced by ω π,S , since ω π,S " ω π`O p1q.
